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INSIDE CLO issuance off to the best 
start ever
By Kristen Haunss
Issuance in the US Collateralized Loan Obligation (CLO) 

market is off to a record start.
There has been US$37.2bn of issuance this year through 

March 30, the most significant first quarter ever, according 
to LPC Collateral and Wells Fargo data. The last time CLOs 
started the year with more than US$30bn of volume was 
in 2018, which saw US$31.9bn of deals arranged in the 
first quarter. That year a record US$127.7bn of CLOs was 
arranged.

The CLO market has seen an influx of cash from investors 
looking for investment-grade products that offer higher 
coupons than similarly rated investments. New buyers and 
increased holding sizes from existing players have buttressed 
volume and moved spreads tighter. Lower coupons can 
improve payments to the most junior holders, which can 
drive even more issuance. CLOs are the biggest buyers in 
the US$1.2trn US leveraged loan market, and more funds 
can allow companies to lower their borrowing costs while 
also supporting merger and buyout activity.

“The demand for Triple As far outpaced supply, despite the 
robust supply,” Tom Majewski, founder of CLO investment 
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firm Eagle Point Credit Management, said in an interview about 
the active US CLO market. “There was so much demand for 
floating-rate paper that spreads just got tighter and tighter.”

The fast start is a bright spot for the asset class that saw 
issuance drop last year as the coronavirus pandemic roiled 
markets, which saw underlying loans default and rating firms 
consider downgrades of CLO tranches.

The spike in demand has allowed spreads on the largest and 
most senior tranche, the Triple A slice, of new funds to drop to 
as low as 99bp-100bp over Libor in the first quarter. Spreads 
on the senior slice started the year at more than 130bp.

In the last week, the market has seen a bit of a pushback, 
overwhelmed by the volume, with Triple A spreads widening a 
bit. Deals backed by broadly syndicated loans in the last two 
weeks priced between 100bp-111bp.

“A lot of bank demand in addition to more traditional Triple 
A buyers have put pressure on spreads to tighten,” said John 
Wright, co-head of North American liquid and structured credit 
at asset manager Bain Capital Credit. “Triple As were as tight 
as 100bp, which opened up the stock of existing CLOs to be 
refinanced or reset. That supply is offsetting demand, and we’re 
starting to see spreads leak a little wider.”

Recent Triple As have been taken down by a majority buyer 

(CLO ISSUANCE cont’d from p. 1)

who purchases the entire tranche or a syndicate of investors.
Some Triple A spreads have recently widened back out to 110bp due to 

the sheer amount of supply coming through the market, Majewski said.
“A lot of paper was pushed into the market, and it kind of hit the 

point of indigestion,” he said.
Spreads could start to tighten again, market players said.

REFIPALOOZA
While US new issuance has been strong, the majority of activity has 

been focused on reworking existing deals.
More than US$64bn has been refinanced or reset in the US this 

year, compared to about US$26bn during the same period in 2020, 
according to LPC Collateral.

Decreasing the spread paid to the most senior tranche holders can 
boost junior investors’ payments, who receive the remaining interest 
after all bondholders are paid.

Funds issued in 2018 with a two-year non call period that were not 
refinanced last year are being reworked. Deals from 2019 coming off 
their two-year call protection and even 2020 CLOs issued with a one-year 
non call period are also being brought back to the market to cut costs.

In 2019, the average monthly Triple A spread ranged between about 
132bp and 138bp; now, many Triple A tranches are being refinanced to 
less than 100bp, offering a significant opportunity for equity holders.

CLO market activity at record levels in the first quarter
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 US Institutional refinancing volume is $172.9bn in 1Q21
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(1Q21 REVIEW cont’d on p. 4)

US syndicated lending returns to 
pre-Covid levels 
– by Ioana Barza 
US syndicated lending activity got a boost to pre-Covid levels in the 

first quarter. At US$590bn, it was up 59% from the fourth quarter and 
up 7% year over year. Issuers sought refinancings to cut costs and lower 
rates from Covid-peaks while others, who held off last year or waited 
on the sidelines to pull the trigger on M&A, re-emerged. 

For the full story with League Tables, click here. 
“A lot of the universe has been repriced over the last six months, 

especially as 101 soft calls roll off, those opportunities have been 
attacked,” said one leveraged underwriter. “We have seen pushback, 
where deals come in at the wide end when you look at initial and offi-
cial price talk and on any given day, some deals don’t perform well in 
the aftermarket. These are tell-tale signs of market fatigue. But this 
is in the day to day. The trend overall is still supportive for issuers.” 

Strong demand has helped keep it that way with over US$13bn in 
retail fund inflows and US$37.8bn in new-issue CLOs. 

“Buyers that were absent in 2020 have entered the market and have 
budgets for the year which helped to tighten spreads (on Triple-A CLO 

liabilities) very quickly, which also created a major back log 
of refis and resets in the CLO market, including all the deals 
done in 2020,” said one CLO manager. “It’s an air pocket 
for sure and it does feel a lot like 2018 except the market is 
bigger now, most managers have many more deals today.” 

Demand isn’t showing any signs of letting up and amidst a low 
rate environment, the search for yield and assets continues. 

“In 2008, the Fed took a year, in 2020, they took weeks: the 
government moved quicker, rates and the economy respond-
ed,” said a second leveraged underwriter. “There is a concern 
that they could again move quicker than expected, which 
makes floating rate assets attractive because it increases the 
coupon for loans unless there’s floor. We have been seeing a 
transition out of fixed income into loans.” 

Strong demand amidst limited new money supply in the first 
quarter drove leveraged refinancings to US$226bn and total 
leveraged lending to US$327bn. Both figures are just shy of 
three-year highs. M&A-related lending in the leveraged space 
climbed to an 18-month high of US$63bn. 

Financing markets snapped back last year but M&A-related 
financings, which also ground to a halt, have much longer 
timelines and tend to lag. 
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 US leveraged refinancing volume jumps to US$226bn in 1Q21
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“There are no huge deals out there right now, but there may be 
processes getting underway or deals on people’s dream lists,” said 
a third leveraged underwriter. 

“We are seeing more and more M&A volume. A couple of multi-billion 
dollar financings have been done in the leveraged finance market 
but nothing in the US$10bn range like we saw a few years ago. 
The market today could definitely take a financing that size,” said 
a fourth leveraged underwriter. “There is huge elasticity of demand 
so if you have a big deal, as long as you put a good rate on it, there 
is plenty of liquidity in the market to get it done.” 

INVESTMENT GRADE 
Investment grade M&A financings had been light in top line figures 

but announcements from AerCap, Merck, Rogers Communications 
indicate a pipeline pick-up while new money lending got a boost 
from two jumbo delayed draw term loans for Verizon and AT&T. 

In the first quarter, investment grade loan issuance returned to 
pre-Covid levels, reaching US$198bn which was flat year over year 
and up 43% from the fourth quarter. Refinancings were down 22% 
year over year at US$115bn and flat compared to the fourth quarter. 

“Our dialogue on acquisition financings in the fourth quarter picked 
up significantly but at least it is nice to see that translate into actual 
signed deals,” said one investment grade underwriter. 

Lenders cite that activity will also get a boost once companies that 

have been impacted by Covid in the first and second quarters of 
last year are able to roll out of the last 12 months (LTM) Ebitda 
number. 

“It is likely some are on the sidelines right now due to elevated 
leverage or ratings agency concerns. I suspect coming into the 
second half as that falls away, it will make transactions easier,” 
said a second underwriter. 

These factors bode well for M&A along with the fact that the 
availability of debt capital remains extraordinarily high at attrac-
tive levels, and that economic growth is expected to be at or near 
record levels. 

“If there is one headwind, asset values are similarly high as a 
result of expectations of those same dynamics. So likely there are 
still some markets in spaces that have been impacted, but probably 
somewhat limited at this point in time,” said a third underwriter. 
“Companies will have to pay full value but there’s enough capital 
to do that to the extent they use some amount of their own stock. 
We see a lot of capital/stock mixed transactions being done and 
expect that to continue.” 

“There are a handful of companies that have some of the in-
cremental liquidity facilities that remain outstanding,” said one 
lender. “Not sure how many will refi but those facilities will go 
away, and they only account for a small segment of overall market 
by now anyway.” 

(1Q21 REVIEW cont’d from p. 3)

1Q21 RevIew1Q21 RevIew
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Sterling loans say goodbye to 
Libor
By Alasdair Reilly
All new issuance of sterling Libor-referencing loans due to ma-

ture after the end of 2021 ceased at the end of March, with new 
loans starting to reference the Sterling overnight index average 
alternative rate.

The deadline marks a significant milestone on the road to the 
phasing out of sterling Libor at the end of 2021.

Progress in transitioning new sterling syndicated lending and 
legacy deals away from Libor has lagged compared to other parts of 
the cash markets and regulators have continued to press the loan 
market to accelerate its efforts to switch to new reference rates.

Although the loan market has reached a broad consensus over 
methodologies and standardised terms on Risk Free Rate loans, 
specific issues around such things as credit adjusted spreads 
and notice periods for interest payments may mean that not all 
participants are ready for a mass transition.

“Some banks are more prepared than others, but most seem 
to be coming up to speed on the process,” a senior banker said.

Any new sterling Libor-referencing loans issued from April 1 
would potentially be seen as indicative of poor risk management 

and poor governance of transition, regulators warned, while any 
Libor-based lending commitment after the deadline would be viewed 
as a collective failing of all the banks in the syndicate.

Where no RFR-based alternative is available, alternative funding 
should be used such as fixed rate, an alternative floating rate or 
short-term Libor-linked facilities that expire before the end of 2021.

Regulators warned that market participants that are not ready 
for transition risk hindering the whole process.

“We are concerned that a number of individual firms within syn-
dicates may have been undermining efforts of the wider market 
to transition,” the Prudential Regulation Authority and Financial 
Conduct Authority said in a joint ‘Dear CEO’ letter on March 26.

“These firms should not be allowed to act as a brake on transition.”
Lead arrangers should ensure that all syndicated commitments 

agreed from April 1 do not reference sterling Libor. Any syndicate 
members not ready and willing to commit on alternative rates 
should not be included in that syndicate, the two authorities said.

To provide better risk management, lead arrangers are also being 
encouraged to drive the transition of non-sterling and multi-curren-
cy syndicated lending away from Libor, even where milestones on 
those currencies differ from those of sterling.

The transition of legacy Libor-based contracts to RFRs will be 
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Retail demand also jumped in 1Q, 
with loan funds recording over US$12bn of inflows

another massive challenge for the loan market.
The sheer number and scale of outstanding Libor-referencing 

syndicated exposures highlight the need for urgent action by all 
parties, regulators said.

All legacy sterling Libor contracts should be amended by end of 
the third quarter 2021 to include either robust fall-backs or an 
agreed conversion to an alternative reference rate.

Where there has been a lack of engagement from lead arrangers 
or facility agents, members of the syndicate should take steps to 
address the exposure, regulators said.

RAMPED UP
The issuance of Sonia referencing loans has ramped up since 

the beginning of the year as the market geared up towards the 
deadline. There is more of a focus on day one Sonia loans as 
opposed to deals which included mechanisms to switch to Sonia 
at a later date.

“Just including switch language on new deals won’t be enough 
anymore, investors are now actively asking for Sonia language 
to be included on loans, some won’t do deals without it,” the 
senior banker said.

This week. listed UK infrastructure debt investor GCP Infra-
structure Investments agreed £165m of revolving credit facilities 
referencing Sonia.

The financing, which replaces an existing £165m RCF, comprises 
a £140m three-year tranche and a £25m three-month tranche, 
which will mature in June and is expected to be repaid from existing 
resources.

The RCFs, which are substantially drawn, pay drawn margins of 
200bp over Sonia. Undrawn funds pay a commitment fee of 70bp.

NatWest, Lloyds and Allied Irish Bank are providing the financing.
The move follows similar recent deals for home improvement 

retailer Wickes; asset management firm Standard Life Aberdeen; 
global infrastructure investor International Public Partnerships and 
pub and restaurant group Mitchells & Butlers.

Regulated housing providers have been prominent in Sonia-based 
loans with affordable housing provider Guinness Partnership this 
week joining housing associations MTVH, Coastline and Riverside, 
which arranged Sonia-referencing loans in 2020.

Guinness agreed a £150m RCF with a Sonia-based margin from 
Lloyds. The facility is available for an initial five years but with the 
potential to extend out to seven years.

“We are seeing that all banks lending to the RP sector are actively 
engaging with borrowers to ensure that new loans are no longer of-
fered on a Libor basis and also, in the second instance, confronting 
the transition of legacy Libor loans,” said Jasna Djurisic from Trowers 
& Hamlins’ banking and finance team, which advised Guinness on 
the transaction.

(LIBOR cont’d from p. 5)
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Analysts at JP Morgan said on Wednesday that the US$119.2bn 
of refinancing activity in the first three months of the year was the 
most on record for a quarter. 

“It has definitely impacted the default rate,” said Eric Rosenthal, 
senior director at Fitch Ratings. 

The agency had been expecting a 3.5% default rate for year-end 
2021, but the massive refinancing push in the first quarter is ex-
pected to drive that down to 3%, according to Rosenthal. 

Following a record year for new supply in 2020, the high-yield 
universe has grown 25% since the end of 2019 to US$1.448trn 
this February, according to Fitch. The composition of the market is 
still skewed towards Double B bonds (54% of outstanding) versus 
Triple C securities (just 13%). 

Acquisition financing is also on the increase, with a US$2bn deal 
for private equity firm Platinum Equity’s acquisition of IT company 
Ingram Micro the largest among the deals.

US junk bond market sets  
record for Q1 supply 
- IFR
The first quarter of 2021 was the busiest of all time for new-is-

suance volumes in the US high-yield corporate bond market, as 
issuers turned their focus to refinancing their capital structures 
and in some cases, borrowing to fund acquisitions. 

March finished strongly with US$59.5bn raised in the month, the 
second busiest of all time, according to IFR. First-quarter volumes 
finished at US$146.624bn, more than double the previous Q1 
record of US$97.382bn set in 2013. 

The record first quarter follows a record year in 2020 for new 
high-yield bond supply. 

Last year, issuers piled into a recovering bond market to put 
cash on the balance sheet to ride out the pandemic. In the first 
three months of this year, issuance soared as borrowers locked in 
funding at low rates to refinance debt ahead of potential increases 
in Treasury yields later in the year. 

Junk bOndsJunk bOnds

HY bond issuance reached record levels in 1Q
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set Management. It also issued a new series of preferred stock to 
Southeastern, according to a Kodak press release.

Also, Kodak received a US$50m letter of credit facility and extended 
the maturity date for its asset-based loan (ABL). The ABL, on which 
Bank of America is the administrative agent, also decreased in size 
to US$90m from US$110m.

The transactions addressed a November deadline for the repur-
chased convertible preferred shares and pushed out maturities on 
Kodak’s near-term liabilities. The new deal also provides growth 
capital after the pandemic caused a US$657m drop in its annual 
net earnings from 2019 to 2020, according to a Securities and 
Exchange Commission regulatory filing.

The suite of investments represent “the next step in our strategy 
for returning the company to growth and help position us to invest 
in our core business in print, advanced materials, chemicals, and 
new initiatives,” said Jim Continenza, Kodak’s executive chairman, 
on the company’s fourth-quarter earnings call, according to a 
transcript of the call.

Since filing for Chapter 11 protection in January 2012, Kodak 
hasn’t operated at the scale it once did. It emerged from bankruptcy 
with plans to focus on the digital imaging market after being an 
icon in photographic film for decades.

The Covid-19 pandemic brought the company additional challeng-
es. Kodak posted a loss of US$541m in 2020, according to the SEC 
filing, despite having entered several cost-saving initiatives. The 
loss came after the company posted a US$116m profit in 2019.

Kennedy Lewis’ US$310m  
investment helps shore up  
Kodak’s business
By Andrew Hedlund
A financing package Eastman Kodak closed in February shored 

up its balance sheet and will help remove questions whether 
the digital imaging company could continue as a viable entity, 
Chief Financial Officer David Bullwinkle said in an interview with 
Refinitiv LPC.

The financing involved a US$310m debt-and-equity investment 
from private credit manager Kennedy Lewis Investment Man-
agement. It is part of a multi-prong transaction that separately 
extended the maturities on Kodak’s asset-based loan and a 
redeemable convertible preferred stock obligation.

“[Kodak has] got all the different nuts and bolts to accelerate 
growth,” said David Chene, co-founder, and co-portfolio manager 
of Kennedy Lewis, in a separate interview with LPC. “But you have 
to do the work: is it old and archaic, or is it a new growth story?”

Kennedy Lewis’s commitments comprised a US$225m term loan, 
a US$50m delayed draw term loan, US$25m in 5% unsecured 
convertible promissory notes, and US$10m in company stock.

In conjunction with the new Kennedy Lewis capital, Kodak 
received a US$100m investment from Grand Oaks Capital and 
repurchased convertible preferred stock from Southeastern As-

Leveraged loan returns are 1.78% in 1Q21
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March European leveraged loans par plus share falls to 10% from 32% MoM
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Fatigue hits European leveraged 
loan market
– by Claire Ruckin
Cracks are starting to appear in Europe’s leveraged loan market, 

leaving lenders and sponsors worried that not all deals in the pipeline 
will receive a positive response.

A number of lenders dropped out of the €1.275bn term loan B for 
French real estate services company Foncia in mid-March when pricing 
firmed at 350bp over Euribor from 350bp–375bp guidance. Those 
that remained in the deal got a much larger allocation than expected.

When demand for deals outweighs supply, investors typically inflate 
orders on the assumption they will be scaled back, so getting hit for a 
full order came as a shock to many, prompting anger among investors 
that the syndication process had not gone smoothly.

With investors full with Foncia paper, they turned to the secondary 
market to sell out, leading prices to soften on the break in a reverse 
to what has happened over the course of the past six months. Fon-
cia’s loan allocated at 99.5 OID but was bid at 98.93 on March 31, 
according to Refinitiv LPC data.

“Loans have traded off a bit and we are seeing the froth come off 

the market and people are more real on the orders they are 
putting in for,” a syndicate head said. “On Foncia people got 
pretty full fills they weren’t expecting and it traded down a bit, 
with accounts realising everything is not a one-way trade that 
pops on the break.

“Foncia went one step too far, at 375bp it was well covered for 
an aggressive dividend recap, but by being pushed to 350bp the 
arrangers ended up filling people pretty substantially.”

General shift
The deal captures the general shift in market sentiment, where 

investors are fatigued from a slew of increasingly aggressive 
deals since last year, when news of multiple vaccines promoted 
confidence among investors to lend and borrowers looked to 
improve capital structures through a string of opportunistic 
deals amid a lack of event-driven financings.

An index tracking Europe’s top 40 leveraged loans dropped 
half a point over the course of March and was quoted at 99.28% 
of face value of March 31, compared to 99.78% on March 1. 
The last time the composite was that low, at 99.22%, was on 
January 7, when the market was on its way up.
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(EMEA MARKET cont’d from p. 9)

Investors were desperate to put money to work, but it has now 
got to a point where it is too hard to accept such tight pricing, as 
well as very borrower-friendly documentation around add-backs, 
adjustments to margin ratchets and step-downs.

“There has been a tendency to roll over and put your paws in the 
air. We have been priced very aggressively which is unsustainable 
for the CLO community. Some 95% of terms have been squeezed 
until our eyes water. But as we know fast money and tourist money 
can quickly change direction,” an investor said.

This week, French identity-related security services firm Idemia, 
formerly known as Oberthur, adjusted a US$1.981bn amend and 
extend twice in two days to more investor-friendly terms in a bid 
to wrap up the deal.

“Deals are not going wrong or failing, but there is not the same 
sense of unbridled enthusiasm [there has been] over the course 
of last year and beginning of this year. There is still . . . desire 

to do deals, but people won’t swallow just anything,” a second 
syndicate head said.

The expectation is that borrowers that could do opportunistic 
deals have now done so, so the second quarter will be filled with 
more event-driven activity and the pipeline for new issuance is 
building, including drug maker Cooper, Portugal’s plastic packaging 
firm Logoplaste, German footwear firm Birkenstock, Swiss contract 
drug maker Lonza and Belgian aluminium systems manufacturer 
Corialis, as well as many others that are still in auction processes.

“The sheer number of deals, including refinancings, left investors 
feeling fatigued and battered and looking forward to some respite 
over Easter. The most of the obvious repricing opportunities have 
already come to market so the hope for Q2 is that the focus will 
be on new-money situations,” the second syndicate head said.
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European leveraged refinancing volume 
was US$33.1bn in 1Q21, up 38.4% YoY
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CLO refi/resets wave smooths 
– by IFR

More CLO refinancing and resets closed on Tuesday as KKR Credit 
Advisors and GoldenTree Asset Management both priced deals. 

Few market participants expect the CLO market’s refi/ reset wave to 
break but signs of fatigue are starting to show. Investors have been 
complaining for some weeks about their capacity to assess every deal 
returning to market. Market participants have flagged this as a main 
reason for wider pricing in the mezzanine tranches of some CLOs.

“It’s been an extraordinary four or five weeks,” said one investor. 
“I think the middle mezz buyer base is a bit exhausted – even down 
to the Double-Bs.

“We as a desk cannot handle four to five deals a week, it’s just 
impossible. So you really just have to focus on the managers that 

you like and want to be invested in. Even in secondary, some 
BWICs just don’t get attention.”

On Tuesday, KKR Credit Advisors closed a reset of its Avoca 
CLO XIII, with €248m of Class A notes at 82bp discount margin. 
Morgan Stanley arranged the trade.

The same day, Golden Tree Asset Management priced a refi-
nancing of its Laurelin 2016-1 CLO via Citi – pricing a €238m 
Class A tranche at 72bp and €20m of Class B-2 notes at 1.80%. 

The reinvestment period on Avoca CLO XIII now ends on July 
2025 and the non-call in October 2022. Laurelin’s reinvestment 
ends in April 2023 and its non-call in July 2022. 
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European CLO repricing activity 
has jumped to record levels
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ReCent us CLO PRICIngsReCent us CLO PRICIngs

— For full pricings, see LoanConnector

      Deal AAA  AAA 
Date  CLO   Size Size  Spread 
Priced MM Manager CLO Name  (US$m) (US$m) Equity (bp) Agent Bank
1-Apr-21  Sound Point Capital Management Sound Point CLO XXIX 2021-1 508.90 312.70 48.70 107 Credit Suisse
1-Apr-21  Carlyle Investment Management Carlyle US CLO 2021-4 466.82 294.40 43.62 111 Goldman Sachs
1-Apr-21  AllianceBernstein Investments, Inc. AB BSL CLO 2021-2 403.00 248.00 36.00 110 JP Morgan
1-Apr-21  Owl Rock Capital Advisors LLC Owl Rock CLO VI 395.50 224.00 135.50 145 Societe Generale
30-Mar-21  Benefit Street Partners Benefit Street Partners CLO XXIII 609.00 384.00 60.00 108 Natixis
30-Mar-21 x Cerberus Capital Management, L.P Cerberus Loan Funding XXXII 368.11 193.45 105.31 162 Wells Fargo
26-Mar-21 x Deerpath Capital Management Deerpath Capital CLO 2021-1 362.90 216.00 74.90 165 Greensledge
26-Mar-21  Ballyrock Investment Management Ballyrock CLO 15 409.25 256.00 41.25 106 JP Morgan
25-Mar-21  Trinitas Capital Management Trinitas CLO XV 509.00 320.00 48.50 111 Credit Suisse
22-Mar-21  Blackstone Credit Thompson Park CLO 508.03 316.00 48.53 100 Citi
22-Mar-21 x Ivy Hill Asset Management Ivy Hill Middle Market Credit Fund XVIII 499.30 282.50 61.80 150 Natixis
19-Mar-21  TPG Capital Sixth Street CLO XVIII 408.30 252.00 41.80 104 JP Morgan
19-Mar-21  Invesco Invesco 2021-1 510.40 325.00 50.40 100 Morgan Stanley
19-Mar-21 x Golub Capital Golub Capital Partners 51  603.00 348.00 111.00 155 Morgan Stanley
17-Mar-21  Kayne Anderson Capital Advisors Kayne CLO 11 410.70 252.00 44.70 106 Barclays
15-Mar-21  MJX Asset Management  Venture 42 CLO 512.25 317.00 51.50 113 Nomura
15-Mar-21  Neuberger Berman Group LLC. Neuberger Berman Loan Advisers CLO 41 510.00 310.00 50.00 102 BofA Securities
12-Mar-21 x BMO Asset Management Corp Great Lakes CLO 2021-5 301.63 170.00 35.63 170 BMO Capital Markets
12-Mar-21  Symphony Asset Management  Symphony CLO XXV 510.55 316.25 50.50 98 Credit Suisse
12-Mar-21  Octagon Credit Investors Octagon Investment Partners 53 506.80 310.00 48.05 103 Wells Fargo
11-Mar-21  Brigade Capital Management Battalion CLO XIX 417.50 252.00 49.50 107 Barclays
11-Mar-21  Carlyle Investment Management Carlyle US CLO 2021-3S 529.50 310.00 42.00 106 Citi
9-Mar-21  Ares Management Ares LIX 610.00 384.00 61.00 103 Natixis
9-Mar-21  Palmer Square Capital Management Palmer Square Loan Funding 2021-2 704.21 476.00 46.21 80 Citi
5-Mar-21 x Fortress Investment Group LLC Fortress Credit Opportunities 2020-15 398.00 216.00 90.00 155 Natixis
5-Mar-21  Morgan Stanley Investment Mgmt, Inc. 522 Funding CLO 2021-7 407.90 248.00 41.90 107 Citi
5-Mar-21  CIFC LLC CIFC Funding 2021-II 508.00 310.00 48.00 102 BofA Securities
4-Mar-21  Blackstone Credit Basswood Park CLO 457.25 282.38 44.60 100 Citi
4-Mar-21  Barings LLC Barings CLO 2021-1 359.15 218.75 38.90 102 JP Morgan
4-Mar-21  AIG Asset Management AIG CLO 2021-1 515.34 320.00 50.95 110 RBC Capital Markets
3-Mar-21  Allstate Investment Management Co AIMCO CLO 14 406.85 260.00 36.25 99 JP Morgan
2-Mar-21  Intermediate Capital Group ICG US CLO 2021-2 578.25 352.00 42.00 113 Morgan Stanley
1-Mar-21  Bain Capital Credit Bain Capital Credit 2021-1 509.60 320.00 44.60 106 Jefferies
26-Feb-21  Par-Four Investment Management Tralee CLO VII 406.80 256.00 40.8 132 JP Morgan
26-Feb-21  CBAM CLO Management LLC CBAM 2021-14 407.00 250.00 40.0 110 JP Morgan
26-Feb-21  Carlyle Investment Management Carlyle US CLO 2021-2 508.80 315.00 48.8 108 Citi
26-Feb-21  New Mountain Credit Advisers LLC New Mountain CLO II 407.06 248.00 41.1 119 Wells Fargo
26-Feb-21  KKR & Co. Inc. KKR CLO 31 607.55 372.00 55.6 112 Citi
23-Feb-21  Anchorage Capital Group Anchorage Capital CLO 18 408.80 250.00 36.8 115 Credit Suisse
23-Feb-21  Marathon Asset Management Marathon CLO 16 407.20 256.00 41.2 120 Citi
22-Feb-21 x Golub Capital Golub Capital BDC 3 CLO 1 398.85 224.00 100.9 160 Deutsche Bank
19-Feb-21 x Cerberus Capital Management, L.P Cerberus Loan Funding XXXI 403.30 208.00 103.3 150 Natixis
19-Feb-21  First Eagle Private Credit LLC Wind River 2021-1 CLO 525.00 310.00 37.0 110 BofA Securities
19-Feb-21  Wellfleet Credit Partners  Wellfleet CLO 2021-1 406.54 252.00 40.5 122 Citi
19-Feb-21  Redding Ridge Asset Management RR 15 647.48 409.50 51.1 110 Barclays
18-Feb-21  Napier Park Regatta XVIII Funding 563.65 347.00 57.7 110 Nomura
18-Feb-21  Vibrant Capital Partners Vibrant CLO XII 458.16 279.00 47.5 123 BNP Paribas
16-Feb-21  CVC Credit Partners  Apidos CLO XXXV 511.10 315.00 53.6 105 BofA Securities
12-Feb-21  Palmer Square Capital Management Palmer Square CLO 2021-1 482.08 299.25 38.0 119 Morgan Stanley
12-Feb-21  AGL CLO Credit Management LLC AGL CLO 10 505.55 320.00 48.1 113 JP Morgan
11-Feb-21  ArrowMark Partners Elevation CLO 2021-12 412.19 256.00 42.2 117 Citi
10-Feb-21  Redding Ridge Asset Management RR 14  657.50 409.50 61.2 112 Citi
10-Feb-21  TCW Asset Management TCW 2021-1 410.15 264.00 38.2 117 Jefferies
8-Feb-21  Credit Suisse Asset Management Madison Park L 380.60 230.63 35.6 114 RBC Capital Markets
8-Feb-21 x BlackRock Financial Management Blackrock Rainier VI 862.00 460.00 86.0 170 Barclays
5-Feb-21  Kayne Anderson Capital Advisors Kayne CLO 10 507.85 315.00 49.1 117 Credit Suisse
5-Feb-21  Trimaran Advisors CAVU 2021-1 484.58 289.75 51.2 121 Credit Suisse
5-Feb-21  Vista Credit Opportunities Mgmt, LP VCP 2021-2 374.35 231.25 59.4 167 Natixis
5-Feb-21  Octagon Credit Investors Octagon 52 577.25 352 41.0 119 BofA Securities
5-Feb-21  BlackRock Financial Management Magnetite XXIX CLO 560.48 357.5 55.9 99 Morgan Stanley
2-Feb-21  Columbia Mgmt Investment Advisers Columbia Cent CLO 31 408.00 264 36.0 120 Jefferies
2-Feb-21  Carlyle Investment Management Carlyle US CLO 2021-1  626.60 360 74.6 114 BNP Paribas
2-Feb-21  Brigade Capital Management Battalion CLO 17 415.09 258 42.8 126 RBC Capital Markets
2-Feb-21  Bardin Hill Bardin Hill CLO 2021-1 422.00 248 32.0 139 Barclays
29-Jan-21  Intermediate Capital Group ICG US CLO 2021-1 407.45 256 43.5 127 Barclays
28-Jan-21  Elmwood Asset Management, LLC Elmwood CLO VIII 1,052.25 672 81.0 124 JP Morgan
28-Jan-21  OFS Capital Management OFSI BSL X 313.15 199.95 30.3 137 Jefferies
28-Jan-21  Crescent Capital Group Atlas Senior Loan Fund XVI 508.45 305 51.0 127 Citi
27-Jan-21  Oak Hill Advisors  OHA Credit Funding 8 605.00 375 50.0 119 Citi
27-Jan-21  Neuberger Berman Group LLC. Neuberger Berman Loan Advisers CLO 40 508.70 310 51.2 106 Credit Suisse
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Total: US$44.82bn 
 

syndICated LeveRaged LOan CaLendaR

Total: US$44.82bn — For a full calendar, see LoanConnector

syndICated LeveRaged LOan CaLendaR
Deals in market as of March 31, 2021

Borrower Major Moodys Bank S&P Bank Lead  Tranche Deal Tranche Tranche Base Rate &  
Name Industry Group Loan Current  Loan Current Arranger Active Date Purpose Type Amt. (US$m) Margin (bp) OID
Synnex Corp Technology   Citigroup  Merger RC 3500 LIB+175 

Pisces Midco Services   JPM  GCP TLB 2600 LIB+375 

Synnex Corp Technology   Citigroup  Merger BL 2500 LIB+137.5 

Ingram Micro Inc Technology   JPM 3/24/2021 LBO TLB 2000 LIB+350 99

Michaels Stores Inc Retail & Supermarkets    3/31/2021 SBO TLB 1800 LIB+450 99

NCR Corp Technology   Bank of America  Takeover TL 1700  

ION Trading Technologies Ltd Technology   Credit Suisse AG 3/22/2021 GCP TLB 1650 LIB+475 99.5

Synnex Corp Technology   Citigroup  Merger BL 1500 LIB+137.5 

Birkenstock & GmbH Co KG Textiles and Apparel    3/3/2021 LBO Other Loan 1198.4  

Aramark Corp Restaurants   JPM  GCP RC 1000 LIB+150 

Consolidated Communications 

Holdings Inc Telecommunications B2 B+ JPM 3/1/2021 GCP TLB 1000 LIB+350 

Michaels Stores Inc Retail & Supermarkets    3/31/2021 SBO RC 1000  

NCR Corp Technology   Bank of America  Takeover BL 1000  

OSI Restaurant Partners LLC Restaurants   Wells Fargo & Co  GCP RC 1000 LIB+250 

Aramark Corp Restaurants   Credit Suisse AG 3/24/2021 GCP TLB 833 LIB+250 99.5

EWT Holdings III Corp General Manufacturing B1 B+ JPM 3/11/2021 GCP TLB 817 LIB+250 99.5

GT Polaris Inc Business Services B2 B Credit Suisse AG 3/16/2021 GCP TLB 748 LIB+375 100

Idemia France SAS Technology   JPM & Co 3/19/2021 GCP TLB 731.5 LIB+450 99.5

Genesis Energy LP Oil and Gas   Wells Fargo & Co  GCP RC 700 LIB+375 

Confie Seguros Holding II Co Financial Services   JPM  GCP TLB 675 LIB+550 

Aramark Corp Restaurants   JPM  GCP TLA 650 LIB+175 

RR Donnelley & Sons Co Media   BAML  GCP RC 650 LIB+125 

Plaskolite LLC Wholesale B2 B Goldman Sachs & Co 3/25/2021 GCP TLB 647 LIB+400 100

Pisces Midco Services     GCP RC 611  

Tecta America Corp Wholesale B1   3/23/2021 GCP TLB 600 LIB+450 99

EVO Payments International Inc Technology   Citigroup  GCP TLB 593 LIB+325 

J&J Ventures Gaming LLC Leisure and Entertainment    3/23/2021 GCP TLB 575 LIB+425 99

EWT Holdings III Corp  General Manufacturing B1 B+ JPM 3/11/2021 GCP TLB 560 LIB+250 99.5

KNS ACQ Corp Business Services   Deutsche Bank AG 3/31/2021 Takeover TLB 557  

Verscend Technologies Business Services B2 B+ JPM 2/2/2021 Takeover TLB 550 LIB+450 

Service Logic LLC Business Services   JPM 3/24/2021 GCP TLB 538 LIB+375 100

Liberty Cablevision of Puerto Rico Broadcasting   JPM 3/22/2021 GCP TLB 500 LIB+400 99.75

Instant Brands Wholesale    3/23/2021 GCP TLB 450 LIB+450 99

Storable Inc Technology B2 B Credit Suisse AG 2/18/2021 Merger TLB 450 LIB+325 99.75

Hunter Fan Co General Manufacturing   Credit Suisse AG 3/29/2021 GCP TLB 425 LIB+475 99

BW Gas & Convenience Retail & Supermarkets B1 B+ JPM  GCP TLB 410 LIB+400 99
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the week’s bIggest MOveRsthe week’s bIggest MOveRs

Note: These are the averages of indicative bid prices provided by bank-loan traders and expressed as a percentage of the par, or face, value. Coupon, or 
interest rate, is in 1/100s of a percentage point over Libor, the benchmark London Interbank Offered Rate. All ratings are for specific loans and not for 
the company itself except as noted with an (a).  These prices do not represent actual trades nor are they offers to trade; rather they are estimated values 
provided by dealers.

Biggest gainers and losers among widely-quoted syndicated loans in the secondary, in the week ended Friday. Listed are the 
biggest movers among the 244 loans with at least five bids. All loans listed are term loan Bs, or sold to institutional investors.

    Average Weekly 
 Loan Rating   bid change Facility Size
Name Moody’s/S&P Coupon Maturity (pct. pts.) (pct. pts.) (US$m )
GTT Communications Inc WR/CCC- L+275 5/31/2025 83.7 2.94 1770
Equinox Holdings Inc Ca/CC L+700 3/5/2025 82.67 2.69 200
Brazos Midstream Caa1/CCC+ L+400 5/17/2025 94.44 1.91 900
RentPath Inc [ex-Primedia Inc] WR/NR L+475 12/11/2021 89.5 1.78 492
WaterBridge Operating LLC B3/B- L+575 6/21/2026 94.92 1.31 1000
Sivantos Pte Ltd [ex-Siemens Audiology Solutions] B3/B- L+375 7/23/2025 96.67 -1.26 1160
KC Culinarte Intermediate LLC B2/CCC L+375 8/24/2025 91.56 1.12 266
Envision Healthcare Caa1/CCC L+375 10/11/2025 85.17 -1.09 5450
Rodan & Fields LLC Caa2/B- L+400 6/15/2025 83.67 -1.08 600
Consol Energy Inc WR/B+ L+450 11/28/2024 94 1.08 275
Lucid Energy Group II B2/B L+300 2/16/2025 97.15 1 125
Lucid Energy Group II B2/B L+300 2/16/2025 97.15 1 950
Anchor Glass Container Corp Caa1/CCC+ L+275 12/21/2023 88.7 0.99 646
Gulf Finance LLC Caa3/CCC+ L+525 8/25/2023 83 0.91 1150
American Airlines Inc Ba3/B- L+175 1/29/2027 91.71 0.85 1220
TKC Holdings B2/B- L+375 2/1/2023 97.08 -0.81 1277
K&N Engineering Inc Ca/CC L+875 10/20/2024 83.33 -0.79 100
Vantage Specialty Chemicals Caa1/CCC+ L+350 10/28/2024 94.25 -0.79 516
LA Fitness International LLC Caa3/CCC+ L+325 4/18/2025 92.22 0.76 675
PowerTeam Services LLC Caa2/CCC L+725 3/1/2026 97.92 0.75 135
WME IMG Holdings LLC  L+275 5/18/2025 94.88 0.73 225
CPM Holdings B3/B- L+375 11/15/2025 98.25 0.73 540
Brookfield Property REIT Inc B1/BB+ L+250 8/24/2025 95.22 -0.68 2000
BCP Raptor II LLC B3/B- L+475 10/22/2025 95.06 0.68 690
Imperva Inc Caa2/CCC L+775 1/10/2027 99.92 0.67 290

Total loans with at least one bid 4427
Decliners 880
Advancers 1013
Unchanged 2488
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To sign up for LPC 

contact 
Americas: lpc.americas@refinitiv.com

EMEA: lpc.europe@refinitiv.com
Asia Pacific: lpc.asiapacific@refinitiv.com

www.loanpricing.com


